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Dedicated Staff

In addition to myself as project director, reporting directly to the director of the press, a number of project staff were funded by the Mellon grant and the university. The digital production specialist is a position shared by the press and the library. The director of oral history digital initiatives works at the SOHP, and the project’s programmer works at the library. Graduate students to conduct research and support the project were funded at the SOHP and CCR, and there is a full-time project assistant. In addition, thirty percent of the time of an experienced acquisitions editor at the press is officially dedicated to the project. The press committed to making its new positions permanent, even though the grant covers only three years (2008–2010).

The challenge is to bring everyone together to work toward common goals; the advantage is the built-in reach that the project has. For example, the library team has already provided valuable technical advice and helped us to work with the library’s IT and Web services departments. Another example is the work of the acquisitions editor, Mark Simpson-Vos, to analyze the press’s backlist and identify current or potential authors who are interested in participating.

Mechanics of Collaboration

A year or two from now, it will be interesting to analyze how ideas were expressed, recorded, concretized, and brought to fruition in a project with many players. The project listserv keeps growing; there are twenty-three people on it now, and they are all invited to our monthly meeting. For now, I will simply point out what is probably already obvious: we proceed via meetings, meetings, and more meetings. Some meetings go exactly according to plan, and others veer away from their purported agenda and end up somewhere else. Meetings set up with a core group around a particular topic are open to all, so that ten or fifteen people might show up where only five were expressly required. I find it important to give time to questions and brainstorming, take detailed notes, and follow up with collective emails, schematic drawings, charts, or any written form of summarization. A “next steps” conclusion to each meeting is essential. It ought to be a strong advantage for the project that so many people are interested in it; surely open, clear communication will be the key to successfully harnessing the enthusiasm.

Our Ideas So Far

We have quickly recognized that our ideas are larger and more ambitious than our budget will allow us to fulfill during the three-year grant period. However, we hope that thinking big first and then prioritizing the pieces of our plan will allow us to create an architecture that is poised to grow over time. At this point it is possible to articulate four overlapping pieces to the plan: (1) a searchable resource of unique content; (2) online communities/forums; (3) online publishing services; (4) interrelated online and print publications, possibly prioritizing a new journal and set of monographs.

The project is a pilot project that can be extended to other topic areas and replicated at other institutions. You are invited to check on our progress and participate at http://icrm.unc.edu.
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Publisher-Library Relations: What Assets Does a University Press Bring to the Partnership?

by Patrick H. Alexander (Associate Director/Editor-in-Chief, and Co-director, Office of Digital Scholarly Publishing, The Pennsylvania State University Press and Libraries) <pha@psu.edu>

You've heard the question: How can you say that the future is so hard to predict when all of my worst fears are coming true? Given slippery and evolving nature of scholarly communication, that question hits a little too close to home. University presses stand by helplessly as monograph sales evaporate, while, ironically, the pressure on scholars to publish increases. Print collection budgets drain toward electronic resources especially as storage space diminishes and user behavior changes. And new trends in scholarly communication have everyone scrambling for new business models, new delivery models, new models that respond to the new user behavior. Our worst fears seem to be coming true. In one bright corner in this otherwise dark room shines the potential for university presses and libraries to work together to address these issues. As libraries seek inroads into publishing services, partnerships between presses and libraries have emerged as one accepted — yet inchoate — model for the future. Successful library–publisher cooperation depends in part on bringing assets to the union and on appreciating that each possesses strengths and weaknesses. This piece asks: What assets do university presses bring to the library–publisher partnership, and how might these interface with a university library’s strategic vision?

I won’t argue that university presses and university libraries need to cooperate; implication continued on page 42
ity or explicitly, that decision has already been made. Neither will I reveal a secret recipe for success. I'll leave such alchemy to others. I do know that once a library and a publisher decide to work together, however, they may quickly find themselves stumbling over what cooperation entails, what issues should be addressed, and how to accomplish a mutual objective. At the core, however, libraries and publishers must begin the journey with a shared commitment to the central mission of their university to disseminate scholarly knowledge and information to the widest possible audience. In this essay I focus only on three, interrelated assets; many others exist: (1) Quid pro quo: networks and relationships with scholarly researchers; (2) external versus internal: the ability to disseminate information and knowledge; (3) branding the university.

Quid pro quo: Networks and Relationships with Scholarly Researchers

Whether you consider academic publishing “noble gambling” or “madness,” it would be hard to deny that successful scholarly publishing relies on relationships. Publishing has been and remains relational. Publishing houses of almost any stripe construct their reputations and their lists by courting the best authors, hiring knowledgeable editors who relate to authors at eye-level, and cementing those connections by publishing well-crafted volumes. Whether the work analyzes the orthography of the classical Greek digamma or reviews the eating habits of Charles Dickens’ characters in *A Christmas Carol*, scholarly publishing relies upon relationships between the scholar and the publisher concerning the quality (peer review), focus (list development) and delivery (dissemination) of scholarly content.

Publishers and authors have fashioned symbiotic contracts in the form of: *I need a book: you need promotion or tenure*. This is not disingenuous quid pro quo; it accomplishes more than serving both: it also ensures the flow of tested and verified scholarly knowledge and information, i.e., peer-reviewed scholarship. The so-called *Ithaka Report* terms this “credentialed.” In any case, early in the digital race we learned that having the potential to disseminate content is not always enough.2 Yes anyone with an Internet connection can discover an entire world of knowledge. But academic content—especially in the humanities and social sciences—needs to bear the imprint of the academy both to authenticate the value of the information and validate the researcher’s credentials behind the work. The publisher brings to the library–publisher partnership pre-existing relationships (i.e., networks) that verify the reliability, originality, and value of the content. Publishers, via the peer-review system, thus assay academic research for both the user and the creator; moreover, and fundamentally, they also confirm the reliability of the work to the universities who invest in their faculties’ careers. If the library–publisher cooperative wants to certify the value of its content for both the creators and the users, then presses, whose principal relationships look outwardly to the larger academic community rather than inwardly to the campus community, are in the better position to establish peer-review systems to acquire, assess, and validate the content.

Another relational aspect of publishing is mirrored in a press’s list. Publishers’ list-building—a key feature of successful publishing—demands that publishers, relative to their size, create an identity. So, a publisher limits its areas of interest. For example, one press may not publish in art history at all. Another doesn’t just publish in art history; it specializes in European art history; and not just any European art, but in Spanish Golden Age art. By focusing on niches that mirror its acquisition editors’ strengths and relationships, the press builds unique and lasting networks in that field, whether editor, author, reader, reviewer, critic, blurber, board-member, or contributor. Focusing on a list also streamlines a press’s program by permitting scale. It uses fewer resources for niche markets in order to spread budgets thinly across a wide range. Would libraries benefit from thinking “niche” themselves as they develop as publishing entities? Put another way, should libraries focus on providing a few focused services well rather than providing a broad suite of services? And would university libraries and presses profit from talking with one another about these services and publishing niches to ensure that emerging underserved areas continue to be served and areas of duplication are minimized? Equivocally. Over time a press will have developed numerous orbits where it is known and where it knows the researchers. This does not happen overnight, but it may happen over drinks. Such social networking figures prominently in a press’s ability to garner and authenticate scholarly content. This also means that acquisitions editors stand on the front lines when it comes to content development. By learning about, evaluating, and taking the pulse of the larger academy, the best editors even help shape new scholarly trends, methods, and theories. A well-crafted series devoted to an emerging methodology is but one telltale sign of an editor’s hand; but that editor needs to have built relationships with scholars to establish that series. In the publisher-library partnership, the publisher’s assets—a network of scholars, the power to credential, the ability to identify underserved areas of research, and the ability to create niches—strengthen any cooperative effort.

External versus Internal: The Ability to Disseminate Information and Knowledge

A few years ago it would have been tempting to complete the heading above with the phrase, “better than libraries,” but that is simply not the case any more. At least compared with most university presses, libraries have done a better job of implementing and adapting technology to get information and knowledge into the hands of their end user. Thus virtually anyone with an Internet connection can access a library’s digital resources, 24/7. But—and it’s a big but—university and especially research library resources remain off the radar for the non-specialist, and even many specialists. Libraries have skillfully marketed to their communities, their campuses, their end user. Their audience, however, differs dramatically from the university press whose principal market is not within the university but outside of it. This may partially explain why university presses are not always regarded as standing at the center of a university’s mission. Presses look outwardly, not inwardly, both in terms of the content they acquire and in terms of their audience. The temptation to see “marketing” as somehow “commercial”—an epithet of the worst kind, and therefore not desirable—rises to terminal myopia. Today’s users scour the bandwidths for information, and libraries and presses need to maximize our efforts to help them discover it. University publishers have both industry savvy about these markets and established partners for distributing authenticated information to the world at large. To reach this external market university presses have established channels for distributing not only the information and knowledge per se, but the metadata surrounding that content. Rich metadata allows discovery outside of the university’s walls.1 Publishers have established business relationships with partners who direct content not only to libraries but also to retail channels. Much of this is made possible by rich data feeds that extend a publisher’s reach into nontraditional library markets. For example, our university press’s Website gets nearly 40,000 hits each month, the majority not from within the university. We have identified this as an opportunity to market our library to those external customers by posting links to the library’s digital Pennsylvania collection on pages devoted to our regional publishing program. This should pay off in the library’s having more “external” visitors to their site. By playing upon this publisher asset, the publisher-library collaboration can extend its outreach and serve an even wider constituency.
Branding the University

The university press as the public face of the university may not outstrip the power of the last-second touchdown or three-point buzzer beater, but because university presses look outwardly rather than inwardly, and because they have developed through the credentialing process a kind of "street cred," presses uniquely convey the overall scholarly integrity and quality of a university. Presses have also branded themselves by how they have developed their lists. Presses are known for publishing x, y, or z. Ironically a press does this not by publishing the work of the insider, the faculty of the home institution; rather, the press extends its brand and that of the parent university into the academic arena precisely by its role as arbiter and authenticator of scholarly content created at other institutions. This power of university presses argues forcefully that universities, rather than diminishing their commitments to their presses, must support presses and ensure that the press’s mission and values mirror those of the university and the university library.4 Presses therefore represent the university and complement the university’s brand with consistent, vetted, and focused publishing.5 Branding helps the university and university library develop their — yes compete — for a place in scholarly communication outside the university’s walls.6 One nexus for branding at Penn State occurs in regional publishing. For example, the library collects resources on Pennsylvania. The press, similarly, enhances the university’s identity to citizens in general by publishing information about Pennsylvania. When users access content from either the press or the library, they can be confident that behind it stands the university’s commitment to scholarship. Strengthening brand recognition, however, cannot fall simply on the shoulders of either the press or the library. Labor remains to create a common brand identity. Universities must see in that partnership an opportunity to create a consistent and vibrant identity that matches the strategic goals of the university.

I addressed here only a few of the many assets that university presses bring to the publisher-library partnership. As to how these assets contribute to the university’s strategic mission, the answer is clear. Presses may not always fulfill the mission of their universities in dramatic fashion, but the results are no less essential. Presses keep the machinery of academic work, as they maintain networks to create, authenticate, and credential scholars. They disseminate scholarly knowledge and enrich any library—publisher collaboration by reaching outwardly to a global community. Moreover, presses help brand a university. Together these assets strengthen the publisher-library partnership and will help them fulfill their shared strategic goals and mission.

Rumors from page 32

Speaking of challenges, be sure and read the Op Ed in this issue. p.46, from Dr. Mehdi Khorow-Pour (President and Publisher, IGI Global) <Mehdi@igi-global.com>. Mehdi wrote us all the way from Mexico, first, and the United Arab Emirates next, where he had been traveling. In the midst of all the economic gloom and doom, this is about Perseverance.

More cards. Got a great one from Aida Y. Hajjar, Acquisitions Librarian from the Lebanese American University <ahajjar@lau.edu.lb>. Aida (don’t you love that name? It’s one of my favorite operas) says that this was her first Charleston Conference and that she really benefited a lot from the experienced people and the Charleston hospitality. Pretty great to have such a personal note from Aida.

And speaking of cards, please read the letter to the editor and the Charleston Conference crew from John Dove President of Credo Reference, this issue, p.6.

Coming up soon in ATG will be interviews with Dennis Dillon (Associate Director for Research Services, University of Texas Libraries) and Rich Rosy (President and General Manager, Ingram Digital Institutional Solutions). Rich and Dennis plan to discuss recent developments in the publishing industry and implications for libraries, publishers, and patrons. Sounds like a good way to begin the New Year, right?

Talk about synchronicity. Was reading the article by John Cox in this issue of ATG, (see p.77), “The Future of the Printed Monograph Has Arrived” when what to my wondering eyes should appear but an article in the Chronicle of Higher Education (dated 5 December, 2008) with an article on the same topic! Both articles are about custom printing and the Espresso Book Machine which allows a book to be printed from a digital file in minutes. Several bookstores in Canada are using the technology (the machine costs a reported $144,000) including the University of Alberta Bookshop in Edmonton and McMaster University. Some issues encountered are copyright restrictions (a book currently in copyright cannot be reproduced, though the Canadian copyright “allows for more avenues for reproduction” than the U.S.) and, of course, servicing problems with the machine itself for which it can be difficult to find a repair person. Reportedly, the Alberta machine has been so successful that they are considering purchasing a second one. And the University of Michigan Library, part of the HathiTrust (reported in an earlier online Rumors post), purchased a machine from alumni funds in October! Do libraries have a role to play in this scenario? See, “New Machines Reproduce Custom Books on Demand” by Lisa Guernsey. www.against-the-grain.com/rumors www.chronicle.com/weekly (password required)

Primary Research Group has published: The Survey of Academic & Research Library Journal Purchasing Practices (1-57440-108-4). The 182-page study presents data about the journals acquisitions and management practices of an international sample of academic and research libraries. Just a few of the report’s many findings: 1) The libraries in the sample acquired a mean of more than 46% of their journal subscriptions in bundles of more than 50 titles. 2) The libraries in the sample canceled a mean of 53 journal titles in the past year. 3) Mean spending on print edition only subscriptions was $130,721, less than a sixth of total spending. 4) About a quarter of the libraries in the sample believe that open access has already lowered the increase in journal prices. 5) 15.56% of the libraries in the sample have paid a publication fee on behalf of an author from their institution. 6) For 42.22% of the libraries in the sample, all new subscriptions to journals include electronic access.


Endnotes
1. A useful appendix in L. Brown, R. Griffiths, M. Rasoff, “University Publishing in a Digital Age” (pp. 36–37; aka the “Hathi Report”) lists respective strengths and weaknesses of presses and libraries. The overlap of my list is conspicuous.

2. Early in the history of MIT’s DSpace (ca. 2001–2002) faculty were reluctant to post their material because of concerns that doing so could affect their ability to publish in journals (48%). Only 14% however were worried about P&I, but that may be because they preferred formal publication (50%) and were hesitant to give any distribution rights to MIT (46%). M. R. Barton, J. H. Walker, “MIT Libraries’ DSpace Business Plan Project: Final Report to the Andrew W. Melon Foundation” (2002, p. 30).

3. For example, the University of Tennessee Libraries new digital imprint, Newfound Press, capitalizes on the ability of the University of Tennessee Press to sell and distribute POD editions of its new OA monograph series (http://www.newfoundpress.utk.edu/).

4. A common conclusion drawn from the Hathi Report echoes the need for universities to reorient to their presses. The sentiment is underscored by Candee and Wither’s study as well.

5. Author James Axtell recounts the late president of Princeton Robert F. Goheen’s fondness for “the story of when he was introduced to a scholar in New Delhi as the president of Princeton, the Indian said ‘Oh, very interesting. And does that university have any connection with Princeton University Press?” ‘The Making of Princeton University: From Woodrow Wilson to the Present [Princeton: Princeton, 2006], 564.

6. The notion of getting a leg up on one’s competition is fundamental to branding. See, for example, how this relates to libraries, “Identify Your Brand Before You Market,” Information Outlook 6 (11, 2002) http://www.sla.org/content/Shop/Information/infoline/2002/nov02/identbrand.cfm.